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Moro Societies in the Philippines before and after the 2017 Marawi Crisis
Patricio N. Abinales*

“The Sultan of Masiu…who ran successfully in a
mayoralty race in 1959, was once asked which of
the two offices he preferred, Sultan or Mayor. He
answered that he liked both: his position as Sultan
was highly prestigious, that of Mayor carried
tangible power.”1

On the August 29, 2018 issue of Hijabi Mag, an "online modest lifestyle magazine…for

modest girls around the word” based in Manila, the main writer Najman Capal interview Sr.

Sayfa Gilman, a 22-year-old graduate in broadcast communications whom she describes as “a

niqabi sister who inspired me in many ways.” Gilman resigned her job in an American company,

and worked fulltime in Connect Institute PH, an Islamic non-profit organization devoted to

educating Moros on Islam the right way, and, more importantly, act in accordance to the tenets

of the religion.2 When asked what she hoped would be the future of the Moros Gilman replied:

I hope that my sisters will no longer be asked to remove their hijab and niqab in their

work, university, etc. I hope that my brothers will not be asked to shave their beard when

they apply for job…I hope that our youth and future children will not be exposed to

pornography, I hope that their minds will be pure [and] free from all kinds of evil that

society is instilling in them in all forms and shapes. I hope that our parents and future

parents will be supportive of their children when they want to study the Deen and not be

concentrated on secular knowledge only. I hope that our community will be able to

provide plenty of Institutions that caters (sic) both Islamic and Secular knowledge so the
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future generation will be experts in various academic fields and will be Islamically

learned at the same time. I hope that there will be more masjids, prayer areas, Islamic

gatherings, events and projects so we can be gathered a lot, where the angels will envelop

their wings and the mercy and forgiveness of Allah descends. I hope that there will be

more ‘Ulama and Mujahideen as Islam is like a bird that its two wings are Da’wah and

Jihad. I hope that we’ll be able to break the huge barriers of tribalism, cultural and

traditional practices of various tribes3

Three decades earlier, the ideologue of the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF), Sallah Jubair

(a.k.a. Mohagher Iqbal) echoed something similar. In his book Bangsamoro: A Nation Under

Endless Tyranny, Jubair concludes:

If the Moros have suffered a lot and are on the verge of extinction, they and their leaders

are partly to be blamed. But the greater blame falls on the leaders, who are mostly

traditionalists or secularists. In both leadership styles, leaders contribute little, if any, to

the general welfare of the people…Traditionalism perpetuates age-old practices, which

usually spawn abuses and tribulations in society, while secularism enslaves man in his

quest of satisfaction for the insatiable self. Secularism leads him to many evil ways like

impiety, alcoholism, materialism, and other acts of hedonism. Moreover, people should

stop thinking of salvation as forthcoming from without or by some day’s gift. Man should

relay, first of all, on Allah, and then on himself, to develop, succeed and to be truly God’s

viceregent on earth.4

These two comments indicate the extent of explaining and doing “Islamic politics” in the

Philippines have changed between generations. The younger Gilman believes returning to Islam

is an intensely personal; it is “between Allah and me,” as it were. The older Jubair is less wishful,
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is more political and impresses upon his readers that one can never embrace Islam fully unless

one is ready to act politically. This includes removing self-serving “traditionalist” Moro leaders

and secularists. Gilman hopes that “there will be more Ulama and Mujahideen as Islam is like a

bird that its two wings are Da’wah and Jihad.” Her tone is messianic, and in synch with the

dominant lingua franca of today’s Islamic politics. Jubair’s pitch is guarded, suggesting a dash of

realism that comes from having cut his teeth in the battlefield. Gilman has yet to be in combat

and get involved in the humdrum of painstaking day-to-day organizing. What is not said, but

hinted is that, to Jubair, only a well-armed and politically-deft organization could defeat

traditionalists and secularists in battle. Gilman, however, is content with a few dedicated

individuals willing to sacrifice their lives to destroy enemies at their stronghold. In the argot of

military tactics, this committed individual would be epitomized by the suicide bomber. The later

has become the most favored means of fighting for the Islamic cause in the Philippines and

elsewhere. Jubair still believes in the power of organization in pursuit of military and political

victories and when the time has come for negotiations. Facing the government panel on the other

side of the table is greatly bolstered by ones strength in numbers.

Oddly, while these “two extremes” appear run parallel to each other, they actually are

more intertwined in a manner that is taken for granted at the ground level, but only seen as a

peripheral issue outside of the Moro ummah (community). Jubair and Gilman have an unlikely

glue – the datu-politicos that they have been very critical of because of their watering down of

Islamic teaching to suit their un-Islamic way of exercising power. These purveyors of

“traditionalism” (Jubair) have also lived un-Islamic lives, participating in the politics of spoil and

patronage practiced across the Philippines, living off the poverty of the ummah, and engaging in

the most sacrilegious of trades – selling arms, drugs and trafficking people. The irony is that
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these radical interpretations could not move forward politically and militarily, without the

support of these datu-politicos. The former needs the latter’s guns but, more importantly, their

sway over their constituents. Neither could they consolidate or expand their organizations (the

MILF and whatever form of association the likes of Gilman seeks to form) without incorporating

a powerful “traditionalist” tool – the clan.

This paper, therefore argues that while “radical Islam” appears to be a new phenomenon

in Moro Mindanao, it “newness” is actually anchored on an older, more pliable, and even more

popular manner of doing politics: the datu-politicos and the family/clan. This dependence on the

latter was what allowed “radical Islamists” victories in the battlefields or the negotiating table. It

is also the bane of their existence since the progress of their agenda is premised on eliminating

these very old political solidarities that made them a force in Moro society in the first place. In

the succeeding pages I will try to elaborate on this Gramscian dilemma of radical Islam, starting

with the war in the Islamic city of Marawi between “Islamic terrorists” and government forces,

from May 23 to October 23, 2017.

Marawi Revisited

On May 23, 2017, a group that claimed to be the local representatives of jihadi group

ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, with the acronym “Daesh), clashed with a police-army

team sent to arrest Isnilon Hapilon, the leader of another ISIS-affiliated cluster, the Abu Sayyaf.

Hapilon was in Marawi to meet with Abdullah and Omar Maute, who formed a Dawlah Islamiya

(Islamic state) in Marawi in 2012.5 The hostilities turned into a full warfare as other armed

groups, including pro-ISIS foreign fighters, came to the rescue of Hapilon and the brothers. The
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“Maute group” - as the Dawlah Islamiya of the Mautes was popularly called - counter-attacked,

taking over a military camp, several buildings including the Marawi City Hall, schools including

the Mindanao State University, a Mosque and a Protestant church.6 They took several hostages

and used them as a defensive shield against government troops.7 The government counter-

attacked but this joint force of army and marines were slowed down by their unfamiliarity with

urban warfare. What followed then was a five-month siege where in order for the Armed Forces

of the Philippines (AFP) to root out the Maute Group, it had to destroy most of the city. When

Marawi was “liberated” on October 27, and by the time the shooting had died down, the siege

had claimed the lives of 920 militants, 165 soldiers, 47 civilians. The military rescued 1,790

hostages, over 100,677 families (about 460,000 persons) had to flee the city.8

The narratives about the war focused their attention on the brothers Omar and Abdullah.

They were said to be “petty criminals,” in Butig, a municipality south of Marawi City and Lake

Lanao, which is their family home (Map 1). They began to change once they went overseas to

work as well as study. Omar studied Islamic theology in Egypt, while Abdullah took similar

courses in Jordan. Both were said to have subsequently moved around Syria and the United

Arabs Emirates and found themselves being attracted to ISIS’s idea of a Caliphate.9 They

returned to Butig, formed their own Dawlah Islamiya, and began recruiting locally but also in

Marawi City to reach out to young Moros, especially students from the large Mindanao State

University. 10 After word of their presence reached government and anti-terrorism experts, their

profiles changed – the “petty criminals” were now described as “young, charismatic, Arabic-

speaking…social-media savvy and with an extensive international connection.”11
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Map 1. Location of Butig, Lanao del Sur

The Mautes “idealism” and the “bold and daring” acts also attracted the attention of

MILF fighters who have been increasingly disappointed with their leaders’ inability to forge a

permanent agreement with the Philippine government. The longer it has taken for both sides to

implement a new version of Moro autonomy to replace the inefficient and corrupted

Autonomous Region for Muslim Mindanao (ARMM), the more appealing the Maute option had

become for these young soldiers. Even the MILF’s older rival, the Moro National Liberation

Front (MNLF), appeared to worry about what was left of its armed force. The MNLF’s young

cadres had also began joining the Mautes, including children of the leaders of the different

factions of the organization. On November 24, 2016, Malaysian authorities arrested Datu

Mohammad Abdulijabbar Sema, son of Moroin Sema. the chairman of the largest faction of the

Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF), the MILF’s rival and former mayor of Cotabato City.12
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The last of the Maute’s recruits were family and kin. Brothers, cousins, uncles and aunts

joined or supported the brothers and fought alongside them in the street battles. Clan leaders

called on kinfolks outside of Butig to join the war. 13 Aminkisa Macadato, a nephew of the

brother’s mother, Farhan, was charged with being a major financier of the Mautes.14 Cayamora

Maute, the father, was formerly with the MILF. Cousins from the MILF likewise took leave

from the organization to heed the call for reinforcements. The military suspected that MILF units

loyal to the family of the late Alim Abdul Aziz Mimbantas, who was vice-chairman of the

military affairs of the MILF, joined the Mautes because Mimbantas’ second wife was a cousin of

the Mautes.15 Mimbantas’ brother, Jannati, who is commander of the MILF’s North Eastern

Mindanao Front, that operates out of Butig, which also happened to be the hometown of the

Mimnbatas family. The MILF leadership had all but admitted the involvement of their men in

Marawi since “the MILF [commanders in the area] and the Maute group have family ties either

by blood or marriage.” It was not unlikely, therefore, that some MILF fighters “decided to help

their relatives under military attack.”16

Relatives from, as it were, the “other side” gave support through indirect means. The

government suspected that the family of leading politicians in the area helped provide cover for

the Mautes. Another Maute son, Mohammad “Otto” Maute, who was believed to be a logistics

supplier of the group, was married to Nijiya Dilangelen, a niece of former Congressman Didagen

Dilangelen who represented Maguindanao province which adjoins Lanao del Sur. The

Dilangelen clan include another congressman, a mayor and a governor, and the clan are relatives

of one of the most powerful and brutal families of the province– the Ampatuans.17 Two other

suspected Maute financiers were Fahad Salic and his brother Omar Solitario Ali, both former
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mayors of Marawi. Salic was arrested and charged with rebellion by the military which alleged

that he was subsidizing the Mautes because one of his wives was Farhana Maute’s sister.18

Salic was not only a strong person of interest because of his marriage ties. The

government had also connected him and his brother to the lucrative illegal drug trade in Lanao

del Sur. After the military discovered boxes of methamphetamines (also known as poor man’s

cocaine) in a house used by the Maute group, President Rodrigo Duterte lumped the “foreign-

based terrorist groups, the ISIS (Islamic State)…as well as illegal drug money [as providing] the

financial and logistical support to the Maute group.”19 Duterte particularly accused Salic and

Solitario as “the drug kingpins of Marawi City and the entire Lanao del Sur province.”20 The

brothers denied the charges and were eventually removed from the list of local politicians

collaborating with the Maute group.21

Finally, there was the primary family itself. The Mautes are a wealthy family, owning

property in Marawi, other places in Mindanao and even Manila.22 The family ran a furniture

shop, used car and construction business, the last one being the most profitable of enterprises

given that with proper political connections, one could get an infrastructure project or two which

are funded by international aid agencies. Overseeing all this is Farhana Maute (a.k.a Ominta

Romato), whose political ties made her the “kingmaker” and the most critical financier and

logistics supplier of the Maute group. The family had a private militia which was also most

likely involved in the uprising.23 Finally, the Mautes had a commodity trading business in

Surabaya, Indonesia which Philippine authorities believed was used as a front by Jemmah

Islamiya (JI).24 In fact, in 2012, the military killed Ustadz Sanusi, one of seven JI operatives

hiding in Mindanao, after discovering him staying in a house owned by Mohammad Khayyam

Maute.25 Sanusi was believed to have trained the Maute brothers in urban warfare.26
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This network of Islamic fundamentalists politicians, drug lords, and insurgents remains to

be fully substantiated given that the above links are based on assumptions mainly by the military,

government and media (Table 1),. It is, for example, unclear to what extent ISIS has helped the

Mautes saved for their ideological education, while, at the ground, ascertaining which Maute

fighter belonged to which organization has not yet been clearly established. This tentativeness

notwithstanding, one actor appears is repeatedly at the center that link these groups to each other

under the Maute’s canopy – the unusual and enduring marriage between Islam and politics at the

local level under the tight command of the datu-politico.

Table 1. The Maute Network (From the Security Agencies’ Perspective)

“Datu-Mayor”

Historians are generally in agreement that the Islam which arrived in Mindanao in the late

14th and early 15th centuries was brought in by Arab missionaries from the Hadramut region who
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sought converts and also trade the men of prowess (orang besar) who ruled the port-settlements

along the coastlines of the Sulu Archipelago and southern Mindanao.27 The missionaries easily

adjusted their proselytization by incorporating their commercial partners’ indigenous beliefs of

ancestor worship and the reverence of the spirits, to ensure successful commercial transactions.

The orang besar accepted Islam for the same strategic reasons: becoming Muslim opened up

access to a larger trading network of where the Arab missionaries were highly admired for their

exceptional navigation skills and savvy diplomacy.28 It likewise boosted their standing among

their people and in other ports settlements in maritime Southeast Asia. That said, they accepted

this new “global” religion not at the expense of customary beliefs. Eric Tagliacozzo noticed that

the Tausug, the biggest ethnic group in the Sulu archipelago, “bent some Moro orthodoxies (such

as the bans on the slavery of fellow Moros, for example) to local norms when it suited them.”29

Religious syncretism was a long-stand practice of Mindanao and Sulu Moros. Historian O.W.

Wolters refereed to this as an orang besar’s “soul stuff.”

The leadership of ‘big men,’ or to use the term I prefer, ‘men of prowess,’ would

depend on their being attributed with an abnormal amount of personal and innate

‘soul stuff,’ which explained and distinguished their performance from that of

others in their generation and especially among their own kinsmen…[A]

person’s spiritual identity and capacity for leadership were established when his

fellows could recognize his superior endowment and knew that being close to

him was to their advantage not only because his entourage could expect to enjoy

material rewards but also, I believe, because their own spiritual substance, for

everyone possessed it in some measure, would participate in his, thereby leading

to rapport and personal satisfaction.30
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After being adopted as an instrument of commerce, “folk Islam” would also become the

frame with which Moros fought or collaborated with each other. “Church” and “state” were, as it

were, not held separate since the Arab missionaries, in formalizing trade ties with the orang

besar, also conferred upon the latter the right to be Islam’s representative among their people.31

The title ima muwallam halipa (priest) was bestowed upon a priest as well as a sultan or a datu

who, upon accepting the title, would become “the Caliphal representative within the community

over which he ruled to establish the judgement of the Islamic religion.”32 The Sultan of Sulu, for

example, was the protector of his realm, and the messenger who stood in for Allah. 33 A

formidable orang besar would be one who possessed pre-Islamic “charismatic grace” (barakat),

sexual and military prowess, and the Islamic power (daulat), that allowed his “words and

commands” (tita) to reach “ heaven where they would be heard by the dead as well as the

living.”34 Ruudje Laarhoven described him as someone who was “not much different from the

Pope as the head of the Catholic Church, representing God on earth.”35 An orang bear would

then institutionalized his broadened position of authority by having his genealogical account

(tarsila) written (or revised) to show that his lineage could be traced back to the Prophet

Mohammad, his family or a prominent religious teachers who worked with the Prophet. 36

When the Moros went to war against the Spanish, they were less driven by religious

motives, nor were these engaged simply in defensive actions as some scholars of Moro

Mindanao history contend. 37 The Moros were, in fact, consistently in the offensive. Beginning in

the 1600s, fleets from the Sulu and Maguindanao raided Spanish-controlled settlements in the

central and northern parts of the Philippine archipelago and brought home products to trade in

and around maritime Southeast Asia, that included slaves. Spanish attempts to push back were

short-lived victories, as no sooner had they built their forts when they would be driven out of
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these Sultanates’ territories, followed by more slave raids. Another series of raids would often

follow. Every time the sultanates returned from their pillaging, their stature as men of prowess

and messenger-protectors of Islam was bolstered.38 The Spanish were only able to turn the tide

in the 1880s when steam-ran vessels defeated the wind-reliant, ill-armed praos of the Sultanates.

Peace treaties were signed which allowed the Spanish to establish a presence in Moro Mindanao,

constructing among other things, a series of forts in the coastal areas of the island, as well as

missions from whence they sent preachers deep into the territories of the Maguindanao and

Buayan sultanates. This did not last long as in 1896, Filipino revolutionaries in Manila launched

their war of independence against a fast-fading Spanish colonial regime.

The Americans fared better compared to the Spanish, in subjugating the Moros. They had

superior firepower, which they followed by signing peace pacts with datus and sultans who were

already by the Spanish rule, and the break-up of their commercial alliances with other Southeast

Asian orang besar as the Dutch and English asserted their control in Batavia and the Malay

Peninsula-Sabah grid, respectively. The new colonizers likewise promised their “Moro wards”

that they would respect Islam and not persecute Moros on religious grounds.39 Finally, the

Melikans, as the Moros called them, assigned collaborating datus administrative responsibilities

pertaining mainly to the collecting of taxes and the establishment of “Moro exchanges” designed

to replace the trading networks of yore.40 It was through these activities that datus and sultans

were also introduced to different aspects of colonial governance, and they proved to be quite

adept with it, especially in their Janus-faced role as leaders/spokespersons of the community on

one side and as administrative partners of the Americans on the other.41

Thus, when the Americans turned over the colonial state to Filipino leaders at the second

decade after the former arrived, Moro elites were more than ready to adopt a new set of coats of
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officialdom, adding these to syncretic powers they already had. The end-product was something

akin to Islam’s indigenization - new and modern designations were added to old ones, which

enhanced once more the power of the Moro elite. As the late Moro scholar Mamitua Saber put it:

[The] same person who carries the title of sultan, datu, et…might at the same

time be or elected to state office as a governor, mayor, army officer, or a simple

clerk. Such a leader holding a dual role…bridges the relationship between the

traditional community and the modern government, although such dual

leadership is undocumented, or not formally recognized by the two different

authorities…In this situation of culture-contact whereby a person assumes dual

leadership between two separate societies and cultures, his role might be…that

of a…double agent of two kinds of authority systems. Moro elites become

congressmen or mayors, and even if they become publicly modern, the

copyright of ‘traditional leadership’ continues to remain theirs.42

These tags were carried over to the Republican period. Datu-politicos enthusiastically

adopted the trappings of modern constitutional politics, Moro elites while preserving the

appearances of being “the Caliphal representative within the community.” With Philippine

leaders continuing the tradition of started by the Americans of respecting and not politicizing

Islam, and respecting the local power of datu-politicos, the role of “Caliphal representative” took

on more secular forms. Moro-politicos “invested in various emblems of Islamic identity –

pilgrimages, mosques, and Islamic schools and organizations,” but not simply for the purpose of

religious proselytization.43 These investments were equally parts of a larger plan to enrich

Islamic identity by ending poverty in the ummah. The instrument was to a Commission on

National Integration that would vigorously implement programs to uplift the conditions of the
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Moros, improve their way of living, and in so doing deprive “religious fanaticism” of any

authority to flourish.44

When it came to the relationship between non-Muslim elites and national leaders (those

in Manila), the datu-politicos would use the same “weapon” that other local strongmen and their

clans deployed. They offered a solid “Moro vote” for their national partners during elections. In

exchange, the latter respected a datu-politico’s control over his territory and keep their promise

of a steady flow of largesse from the executive offices and the legislature to Moro Mindanao

(and in a lot of cases to these datu-politicos’ pockets). These national connections and lateral ties

with other local elites would then be bandied to impress constituents of their being ability to

bring home news about Manila goings-on, the state development programs coming to Moro

Mindanao, and the future of Moro Mindanao-Manila ties.45 The latter would then show their

appreciation by voting the datu-politicos or their candidates, and offering their services when

needed, including going to war with and in behalf of their leaders.

This relationship between datu-politicos and “their people” was critical in keeping some

stability in a Mindanao that was experiencing the largest ever (spontaneous) migration of people

from the north. Keeping the peace by providing people security was a responsibility that the

Philippine state could not fulfill for the simple reason that its agencies of coercion – the military

and the national police (Constabulary) – were almost non-existent in the entire island (Table 2).

The near-absence of the state also helped explain why Moros’ political consciousness was

stunted. Their knowledge and understanding of politics came only from one source – the datu-

politicos – as the state failed to address literacy throughout Moro Mindanao. This was a failing

that began in the first years of the Republic and lasting to the years when the country was under

martial law.
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Table 2. Distribution of Military and Constabulary Personnel, Moro Mindanao, 1952-5346

Province/City Constabulary Army Reserve Officers Total
Cotabato 222 1 292 516
Lanao 389 1 461 852
Sulu 418 0 202 620
Zamboanga del Norte 67 0 51 118
Zamboanga del Sur 102 0 1 103
Dansalan (Marawi City) 85 0 0 85
Basilan City 28 0 0 28

A 1971 survey by the Shell Corporation-supported Filipinas Foundation on the state of

education in Cotabato, Lanao del Sur and Sulu, discovered that out that the “total public high

school enrollment in the three provinces [was] only 7,060, representing 2.04% of the total school

population.” The report added: “This contrasts with that of the entire country, where the youth,

aged 13-16...in the public secondary schools was 17.9% in 1958-1959.”47 With the social welfare

support system hardly existing, the Moros’ sources of knowledge coming from religious teachers

(who were kept out of politics by the datu-politicos) and from their datus, Moro were had

difficulty grasping the intellectual, political and even moral meaning of phrases like “a sense of

nation.” Their knowledge, much less appreciation of democratic/popular politics and notions of

industry-led economic development was almost non-existing.

It was not until the appearance of student radicals in the mid-1960s that the Moros’

parochialism would be shaken by more progressive opinions. If the state is unable to provide the

most basic of these services, and keeping communities safe, then people inevitably turn to their

local leaders for advice and assistance. A 1969 informal survey by the Moro intellectual Alunan

Glang is quite informative (Table 3). The “datu and mayor” was the main source of new and

advise for the respondents except when it came to be able to make happen a spiritual life’s

project of going on the haj. Given, that a “datu-mayor’s” concern was the local goings-on, and
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hardly news from outside; and given the absence of schools or any other state-funded depository

that would whet one’s curiosity about the outside world or any other matter that is outside the

narrowed purview of the village, the knowledge base of many a Moro was therefore seriously

deficient, if not totally empty. It has not also helped that 96 percent of Moro Mindanao was

rural.48 The intellectual vacuum merely strengthened the datu-politicos’ power.

Table 3. . Leaders Communities Seek for Assistance49

Issue Leaders Sought for Advice and Support

Family relations “Our datu and mayor”
Agrarian Problems “Our datu and mayor”
Who to Vote during Elections “Our datu and mayor”
Boundary disputes “Our datu and mayor”
Violations of the Law “Our datu and mayor”
Financial Problems “Our datu”
Agricultural Problems “Our datu and mayor”
Pilgrimages and religious matters Our religious leaders
Health and Sanitation “Our datu and mayor”
Plant and Animal Pests “Our datu and mayor”
Etc., etc., “Our datu and mayor”

Mutual political accommodation with national politicos, however, did not mean a

permanent state of peace in Moro Mindanao. In fact conflict was endemic within the ummah, in

rido – the revenge killings between families over disputes that range from the minor (insults,

petty theft, insults, love affairs, even jests) to serious ones (land disputes, elections, family

honor). There was no escaping this rido, for once the patriarch issued the call to battle, every one

had to join. As one Mindanao-based scholar puts it: “Since you are part of a while, whatever ails

the whole is also your ailment. Since you are a family member, if other members have rido, then

you become a part of the rido or vendetta automatically.”50

The prevalence of firearms helped sustain rido. World War II was a boon for anti-

Japanese guerrillas, as the arms they amassed gave an edge over rivals through the duration of a
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rido. For political families, these weapons and the private militia they could muster played

critical roles in winning elections and keeping opponents at bay while they ruled. Politically-

related violence, however, were to be kept to a minimum.51

The data on rido are sparse, but what was available indicate that revenge-killing had

happened as far back as the 1970s. The Moro public intellectual Abhoud Syed Lingga’s listed

218 rido in Maguindanao and Cotabato City from 1970 to 2004. Of the total, only 116 were

resolved, 102 unresolved and eight recurring in this time span.52 A rido research team reported:

In the 70s, around 13 cases of clan conflict were reported (Maranao, seven; Sama, six); in the

1980s, eight cases were reported with six among the Maranao and two cases among the Sama; in

the 1990s, 19 cases were reported (Maguindanao, seven; Sama, six; Maranao, six); and since

year 2000, 14 cases (Maguindanaos, three; Maranao; eight; and Sama, three). There were 34

cases with unspecified dates that reportedly occurred among the Yakan groups in Basilan. In the

Sulu study area, 39 cases of rido were reported.

When President Ferdinand Marcos asserted the central state’s presence in Mindanao, in

the name of national economic development but also to create his own patronage network to

challenge and destroy those of his rivals, the physiognomy of rido took more political tone. As

the breakdown of order in the Moro zones spiraled, a new group emerged in the turmoil to also

upend the reign of the datu-politicos. In the mid- the 1960s, Moro students who were politicized

by the radical nationalism at the University of the Philippines and Al Azhar University in Egypt

formed the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) to oppose what they called the Philippine

government’s systematic genocidal campaign against the Moro people through the force of arms.

They received weapons and other resources from Libya and Malaysiam and additional
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manpower from the datu-politicos whom Marcos was trying to get rid of.53 A year after President

Marcos declared martial law, the MNLF went to war.

The story of the Moro armed revolt after Marcos declared martial law, has been covered

by other scholars, and thus need not be re-told here.54 The one aspect of the war germane to this

presentation was the fate of the datu-politicos. The Marcos campaign to disempower them led

them to a military alliance with the student radicals. The latter may have led the MNLF, but its

army included the private militias who remained loyal to these displaced datu-politicos. Their

inclusion added firepower and, in a sense, some military experience from these veterans of rido

and armed political skirmishes. The united front did not last long as battlefield losses, and the

regime overtures led to most datu-politicos abandoning the MNLF and switching their support to

Marcos. Their “political turncoatism,” had the benefit of keeping them in control of their towns,

cities, and provinces, even if they now submitted to the powers of the Marcos dictatorship.55

In short, the datu-politician as a central figure in Moro communities survived. After

Marcos was overthrown and democratic politics restored, datu-politicos also easily reclaimed

their powers and prospered under the new order. The apparatus that the state set up to answer to

Moro needs and defuse the MNLF rebellion easily fell prey. The ARMM became just another

“bureaucratic layer providing little except position and privilege for self-interested Muslim

politician.”56

Diluting Radical Islam

The MNLF was a more secular organization than a religious one, despite its repeated

contention that Islam inspired its rebellion. There were several reasons for this abstention, the
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foremost which was the nature of its leadership and its international connections. MNLF

Chairman Nur Misuari and several of his close comrades were trained in state-run universities

(the University of the Philippines in Misuari’s case). The Islamic countries that supported to its

rebellion were countries that were ruled as republics, not caliphates: the Federation of Malaysia,

the United Arab Republic of Gamal Abdel Nasser, and the “Islamic socialism” of Libya’s

Muammar Gaddafi.57 Misuari echoed these regime’s temperament by promising the creation of a

Bangsamoro Republik if the MNLF’s separatist revolution succeeded. Its “Declaration of

Independence” even went beyond this by committing itself “to the principle of establishing a

democratic system of government which shall never allow or tolerate any form of exploitation

and oppression of any human being by another or one nation by another nation.”58 The MNLF

never challenged the right of the datu-politicos to be “the Caliphal representative within the

community.”

The breakaway faction inside the MNLF that eventually formed the Moro Islamic

Liberation Front (MILF) justified its actions as a response to the arrogant, conspiratorial and

exclusivist “MNLF leadership...being manipulated away from its Islamic basis, methodologies,

and objectives and fast evolving towards a Marxist-Maoist orientation.”59 When it officially

announced the formation of the MILF on March 1984, its chairman, Salamat Hashim, declared

that “the ultimate aim of our Jihad is to make supreme the World of Allah” as they struggle to

separate Mindanao, the Sulu archipelago and Palawan island from the Philippine.60 This

commitment to Islam as a political ideology came from MILF leaders being mentored by

Egyptian Islamic reformers Hassan al Banna and Syed Qutb while studying at Al-Azhar

University. What firmed up this commitment was their subsequent participation in the anti-

Soviet mujahideen resistance in Afghanistan.61 When they officially declared their existence, the
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MILF had an army consisting of 15,000 regulars and 10,000 militias, led by 500 Afghan-trained

commanders, and bragged of a sophisticated politico-administrative structure that paralleled that

of the Philippine government.62

Islamic swagger, however, was one thing; pursuing the struggle at the ground level was

different especially after they (re)encountered the datu-politicos. Jubair was critical of the latter,

describing the latter as possessing a “lackluster mentality [that] ultimately led to surrender or

what we may mildly term as ‘subservience.’” He blames their “traditional privileges” for having

“contributed a lot to this unfortunate frame of mind.”63 When the peace negotiations with the

Philippine government began to forge ahead, however, Jubair had changed his mind. He still

acknowledged that “warlord-politicians and vigilantes” ruled Mindanao and their private armies

have been used “for highly suspect purposes, including the undermining of the peace process

between the MILF and the government.” Then he added this caveat: “They were feared,

respected – and hated by foes and friends alike, but in one way or the other they stood for Moro

rights and aspirations.”64 Jubair cited the “old warlords” like the Udtog Matalam of Cotabato and

Ali Dimaporo of Lanao del Sur as examples, but he did not stop there. This sympathy towards

“Moro rights as aspirations” was also shared by the more current generation datu-politicos,

including the most vicious of warlords. In the twisted logic of the MILF ideologue,

[N]one of the present Moro politicians including [former] Governor Datu Andal

Ampatuan and his son, Datu Zaldy Ampatuan, regional governor of the ARMM,

ever spoke against the on-going GRP [Government of the Republic of the

Philippines]-MILF Peace Talks. Invariably, they support the peace talks initiated

by the Arroyo administration with the MILF.65
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Political observers admire the MILF for its political pragmatism, but if seen from the

perspective of its relationship to datu-politicos, this realist position is also an admission of the

limits of its radicalism.66 Datu-politicos may have lost some of their authority during the Marcos

dictatorship, but after Marcos was ousted in 1986, many of them recouped their political clout. In

many cases, however, they faced the challenge of parvenu strongmen and women. One group of

rising politicos were the former MNLF commanders who brought their armed entourage along

when they shifted to electoral politics.67 Their combined firepower was more than enough reason

for the MILF to bring its radicalism down by several notes. For example, in 2011, in Central

Mindanao, where MILF forces were most concentrated, there were also 25 private armies and 45

militias funded by ARMM politicians.68

Five years later, the Philippine National Police (PNP) acknowledged that at “least eight

out of every ten private armed groups the police are keeping a close watch on are in the two most

volatile regions in Mindanao, the…ARMM and Central Mindanao.”69 In the past, the

MILFpromised to work with the Philippine government in dismantling these militias, although

the failure to seal the agreement on a new autonomous region under the MILF’s control has

prevented this from happening.70 There is no question that with its 15,000-regular army, the

MILF can destroy the private armies of datu-politicos. The problem, however, is that the

separatist group has to deal with the continuing approbation of the “traditional role” of datu-

politicos. In 2004, the Asia Foundation ran a survey on conflict management in the ARMM. It

noted that 57% of the respondents listed family-involved conflicts as the most important and

between 44 and 47 percent reported that these conflicts had ended in violence. What is more

interesting, however, is that when it came to who could resolve these wars, their preference
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remained local elites (Table 4). In the case of rido, protagonists sought out local government

officials more than the military or the police (Table 5). None asked the MILF for help.

Table 4. Percent with very much trust in specific law enforcers, Moro provinces (percent)71

Official/Leader Total Lanao
del Sur

Maguindanao Sulu Tawi-
Tawi

Lanao
del Norte

Barangay captain 60 54 76 62 71 50
Mayor 59 35 75 57 69 53
Local police 42 18 56 47 63 43
Military 38 11 42 45 70 36
Shariah courts 36 38 46 51 48 24
Lawyers 30 9 47 37 45 23
Judges 28 6 45 41 43 22
Prosecutor/Fiscal 28 4 46 38 47 20
Local secular courts 27 5 41 39 38 24

Table 5. Institutions which Families involved in Rido go to settle the conflict72

Province Local
Government
Officials

Military/
Police

Elders/
Traditional
Leaders

Both LGUs and
Elders/Tradition
als

Basilan 44 7 3 3
Sultan Kudarat 5 - 3 10
Lanao del Norte 77 3 21 46
Tawi-Tawi 20 - 1 -
Zamboanga Sibugay 37 8 20 3
Zamboanga del Sur 24 5 18 10
Zamboanga del Norte 43 - 3 10
Sulu 62 2 12 16
North Cotabato 4 1 14 10
Total 312 (54%) 25 (4%) 81 (14%) 152 (26%)

Moros, however, continued to regard for the national state with suspicion. Moros

continue to doubt whether state institutions could resolve rido, and bring justice to victims. What

Alunan Glang took notice in 1969 – i.e., the absence of the state in the economic, political,

religious and social calculations of Moros had changed very little. The percentage of trust

towards the judicial system did rise a few percentage points in a 2004 survey, as the national

government appeared to be more sensitive to the needs of Moros through offices like the ARMM.
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In the whole, however, Moro preference still leaned towards the datu-politicos and keeping the

national state at arm’s length (Table 6).

Table 6. Perception of Impact of Judicial System to resolve Rido73

Province Yes (%) No (%)
Zamboanga del Norte 57.1 40.5
Zamboanga del Sur 48.9 51.1
Zamboanga Sibugay 39.0 61.0
North Cotabato 30.0 70.0
Sultan Kudarat 38.9 61.1
Basilan 68.3 31.7
Lanao del Norte 51.3 48.7
Tawi-Tawi - 100
Sulu 57.1 42.9

The repercussions had been devastating. In 2015, the Asian Foundation and the polling

group Social Weather Stations (SWS), ran a survey that included ascertaining the percentage of

those in Mindanao who were familiar with Islam. The Foundation reported that “extensive

knowledge on the teachings and beliefs of Islam were highest at 25% in September 2005, and the

lowest at 6% in October 2008. Those with partial but sufficient knowledge of the teachings and

beliefs of Islam in Mindanao were the highest at 29% in November 2010 and the lowest at 11%

in March 2015.”74 Historical conjunctures finally abetted the MILF’s dire position. On January

25, 2015, 44 members of the PNP’s Special Action Force were killed in a clash with a combined

force of MILF guerrillas and fighters from the MILF breakaway group, the Bangsamoro Islamic

Freedom Fighters (BIFF). The after effect of the Mamapasano massacre was immediately

palpable: 16 percent of Filipinos nationwide had “much trust” on the Moros, 19% were

undecided, and 61% showed little or no trust on the Moros.75
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Real Economy of Mindanao”

This portrait of the datu-politico’s remarkable resilience would not be complete without

mention of his involvement in Moro Mindanao’s illicit trade. Other than the former MNLF

commanders, the other group rose to political pre-eminence were the families of amassed in their

association with the thriving illicit drug and armed trade in their areas.76 The Mindanao’s

informal economy was born out of the attempts by American colonial officials to suppress the

Moro slave trades, which continued to thrive even after the Spanish left, and tax the trade in

other commodities in the southern Philippines. These campaigns were only partly successful as

the trade simply went underground and was kept secure and protected “dominant families and

clans [who] were involved in all important aspects of the underground economy, i.e., from

smuggling of pearls, jewelry and other dry goods from Sabah to the smuggling of manufactured

goods such as appliances, engines, and vehicles (cars, trucks, motorbikes, etc.) to the illegal

transport and sale of unlicensed guns and ammunition.” 77

This continued into the post-war period and even prospered during the 1970s, and despite

martial law, as armed groups, including units of the MNLF and the MILF, provided protection.

Financing the trade received additional monies after President Corazon Aquino signed a Local

Government Code” in 1991, which devolved some agencies of the national government, and

returned 40% of taxes collected to the local governments.78 Then once illegal drugs were added

to the list in the 1980s, the illicit sector’s part of the Moro Mindanao economy dramatically

expanded, and so did the need to capture local state power to protect this flourishing business.

According to Francisco Lara, drug money and the “internal [tax] revenue allocations” to the

provinces and regions made “the capture of local state power…more attractive for datu elites.”
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Holding political office in turn “enabled the clans to access the networks, links, and resources

that could expand the capital and scope of their underground businesses and illegal operations.

Being city mayor, provincial governor and ARMM head “could also buttress the protection of

their enterprises and enable them to extort taxes from competitors and other entrants to the

underground economy.”79

Clans which once operated in the “shadow economy” to escape state interdiction now

became the most potent player in the political stage. They challenged and defeated their old

patrons in local elections, or when preferring to operate in the shadows, financed the election

campaigns of datu-politicos. Among the more notorious of these clans are the Ampatuan family

whose patriarch, Andal, started as a member of the security detail of an old Moro political family,

then gradually building his power base by investing in drug and weapons trafficking. With his

wealth and weapons, Andal became mayor and then was elected governor of Maguindanao

Province in 2001. He made sure that his children and kin would be appointed or elected into

other offices. Together Ampatuan clan turned Maguindanao province into their fiefdom, with

local officials subject to their whims and caprice.80 Maguindanao likewise became a safe

transshipment point for the production and distribution of drugs. They would extend the base of

their power when a son was elected ARMM governor.81

The Ampatuan’s story was and continues to be replicated all over Moro Mindanao,

including Lanao del Sur province where Marawi City is located. Moreover, as was the case in

Maguindanao the political, what Rufa Cagoco-Guiam and Steven Schoofs call the “nexus

between illicit drugs, politics and violence are often brought into sharp relief by violent incidents

that accompany the drug trade in Muslim Mindanao.”82 A leaked cable from the American

embassy in Manila warned of the rise of “narco-politics” in the ARMM, and described Lanao del
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Sur this as a province where “drug lords” controlled at least nine municipalities,” including

seven mayors whose “Lucky Seven Club” of mayors, each heading a committee that oversees

“various illegal activities which include, in addition to drug trafficking, gunrunning, kidnapping,

carnapping, armed robbery, and selling smuggled merchandise.”83

Finally, Frahana Maute’s leadership role may not be the exception. In Lanao del Sur’s

thriving drug trade, two women carried the alias “Shabu Queen of Mindanao.” One of them was

Fatima Daud Baliwan, a village official for Magindanao province who was suspected of running

a “drug ring” in and around Marawi city. Baliwan was arrested not in Marawi but in President

Duterte’s hometown, Davao City.84 The other “drug queen” was Johaira Macabuat (a.k.a, Johaira

Abinal, a.k.a., “Mayora”), a former mayor of a Lanao del Sur town (Maguing) who was arrested

in July 2016, for controlling the distribution of methamphetamines. “Mayor” however had strong

connections. In September 2018, a local judge ordered the dismissal of all the charges against

Johaira, her husband, and eight others for illegal possession of drugs and arms. 85 The judge

declared as credible the defense’s contention that agents of the Philippine Drug Enforcement

Agency (PDEA) planted evidence in Macabuat’s home in 2016.86

Filipinos came to learn about Lanao del Sur’s “narco-politicians” as early as 2012. It was

in this world where, five years later, the Mautes declared a jihad in the name of ISIS.

Conclusion

Much had changed in Moro society before and after the Marawi crisis of 2107. The

national state now has a permanent presence in “frontier” Mindanao, since the Marcos

dictatorship’s war against the MNLF while implementing its “national development plan ” with
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the entire Mindanao island playing an integral part in it.87 The national government had given

Moros the ARMM, but it hardly advances Moro autonomy and could not get out of its financial

dependence from the national government.

The MNLF and MILF have become enduring parts of the local body politic and play

critical players in all of the political, much less military, events in the ummah. Both still favor

revolutionary rhetoric although, since the late 1980s, these two armed separatist movements have

made peace in variable ways with the Philippine state. Their “political compromise” opened the

field to more extremist groups like the Abu Sayyaf, the BILF, and the Maute Group. The dreams

of ISIS to organize the branch of the Caliphate in Southeast Asia had reached Moro Mindanao

after gaining footholds in Malaysia and Indonesia..88 In January 2018, government troops

clashed with “remnants” of the Maute group, indicating that “liberation” of Marawi did not mean

that ISIS had abandoned the southern Philippines. This encounter and many others suggest that

the group “might be considering a return, and the Philippines could be an attractive option –

where they could find refuge, stage attacks, inspire the Marawi survivors or attempt to open a

new training camp.”89

The odds of these fundamentalists prevailing in the long run, however, are very low

because the political turmoils of the past never eliminate the datu-politicos. They have re-

emerged stronger after every significant firestorm. The ARMM governors, including former

MNLF commanders given a chance to lead the regional body in 1995, plundered it and used its

resources to strengthen their patronage network.90 The clans also immersed themselves again in

political battles, be these electoral, illicit, or political. The latest edition of this combat, the

Marawi siege, was a fusion of separatist aspirations, religious zealotry, opoid racketeering,

political rivalries, and rido. But it was is not the Maute group-as-terrorist that was the nub of the
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resistance. It was the datu-politico – the historical glue of Moro society – who gave the family

their firepower, and, once the siege was over, outlasted the Mautes and rode out the conflict.

There is, therefore, a need to change the Maute map the government and security

agencies crafted, in favor of one with the datu-politicos as the hub and the connecting tissue

(Table 7). The temporary lull in the militant attacks meant, among other things, a return to the

status quo –preparing for the next elections, restoring the drug network, reconfiguring political

alliances, and, most of all, bringing back rido back into the center of local conflicts.

Table 7. The Maute Network (from the Datu-Politico’s perspective)

As the embers of the Marawi siege began to die down, the advocacy group International

Alert warned that “there will be those who will seek revenge. They lost their property, they lost

their loved ones, and they want revenge – that’s one potential source, and its classic rido.”91 This

reiteration of the concerns of an earlier 2007 study that showed that “[m]any armed

confrontations in the past involving insurgent groups and the military were triggered by a local
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rido.”92 The Mautes themselves have a standing rido against the mayor of their hometown, Butig.

Dimnatang Pansar’s reaction to the Marawi siege was to declare a rido against who ever is left in

the Maute family (all members of the primary family were killed or died; only Farhana is alive

and is in jail). He has the support of Moro families who were directly affected by the siege.93

MILF commands whose units joined the Mautes in Marawi had offered asylum to remnants of

the group.94 This has created tensions with the MILF leadership after it ordered its troo;s to join

the AFP in its final assault into Marawi.95 The MILF mufti Sheikh Abuhuraira Abdulrahman

Udasan eveb issued a fatwa against ISIS “vigorously to ensure that this violent extremism or

radicalism shall not take root in any part of our communities because it has no basis whatsoever

in any of the teachings of Islam.”96

In this fluid situation, the only group that rode the crisis were the political clans,

especially those in the illicit sector. Civil society groups grudgingly recognize their stabilizing

value and warn that violence in the same magnitude as Marawi could very easily break out again

if there is a “fragmentation of traditional structures for welfare and protection in Moro

society.”97 This is precisely the ironic power of the datu-politico: the government weakens or

eliminates them to bring about lasting peace in Moro Mindanao and conflict would erupt. But to

keep them in power also mean that clan control of political office, inter-family rivalries that can

easily erupt into clan wars, and the increasingly profitability of the drug trade, will continue to

dominate the political landscape. In order to keep some peace, central governments will have to

compromise, allow the datu-politicos their seemingly interminable “feudal” dominaance, even if

they know that the latter – in their now time-tested skill of political calculating - will never break

their links with the“other side.”
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